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Mobile searching system PATROL



Demonstration area at the Moscow State research institute.



Mobile searching system in action at the Mobile checkpoint mode at 

the Red Square area, Moscow.



Inspection of vehicles parked at the Manage square in preparation 

for responsible action, Moscow.



Inspection of containers to the rail terminal. Moscow.



Detection of people hidden in vehicles.



The image of a man hidden in the trunk.



Scanning the cars in the Parking lot.



People hiding in the back of trucks among the transported goods.
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Scanning the trucks and VANs.
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Detection of drugs.



Inside the C-pillars

Behind the double wall of the body.
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Amphetamine. 37,000 tablets in the 

front and rear bumper stainless tube.



Heroin 

Cocaine



25 kg of the drug inside the door of the car

200 kg of 

marijuana in a 

double wall 

shipping container. 

Side view.



Box with a double bottom.

Detection of non-

standard packages 

within the pallet.



Detection of smuggled goods.



Smuggled tobacco products, and tobacco.



Cigarette in the roof of the van.



Undeclared goods: 3 145 kg of ginseng and 10 800 cans 
of fruit cocktail worth $1 105 500.
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Mobile searching system PATROL in DOMODEDOVO Airport, Moscow Russia
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The fuselage of the aircraft "Boeing 767". The nose part. 

"Boeing 767". Engine. 



The fuselage of the aircraft "Boeing 767". The tail part. 

Work on the tarmac of the
airfield.



Chassis without anomalies. An explosive device attached to chassis. 



The packaging with the drug under the skin of the fuselage near the
undercarriage.



Scanning of aircraft containers.



The scanning of the small aircraft.

The image of the tank with the fuel located in the wing of a 
light aircraft. Smuggled attachment (white rectangles).



Security of aviation facilities.

Detection of a person in the vehicle who tried to drive through the
checkpoint at the air show "MAKS". Image distortion is due to
irregularities of the road surface, which was moving the system “PATROL".



Security of aviation facilities.

The discovery of two undeclared passengers in the vehicle who
tried to drive through the checkpoint at the air show "MAKS".



The anti-theft.

Container with alcohol in the back of a pickup truck.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

Clearly visible large and small metal objects on the body of the people
under the clothes.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

X-ray image of cars and people standing on the sidelines.

Photo and Skan group of people.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

Firearms, concealed under outer clothing.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

An explosive device on the belt of the person standing first in 
the group of the inspected people.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

X-ray image. Clockwork detonator (top right). Another fuse is
placed inside a plastic bottle in an attempt to hide it from the
scanner.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

Detection of armed persons in vehicles.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

The anti-terrorist operation on release of hostages. The scan plane before the assault
forces and special forces. The scanning of the bus with the hostages.



The use of the system for inspection of people (only in emergencies).

Detection of a person in the vehicle who tried to
drive through the checkpoint at the air show
"MAKS". Image distortion is due to irregularities of
the road surface, which was moving the system
“PATROL".

The discovery of two undeclared passengers in the vehicle who
tried to drive through the checkpoint at the air show "MAKS".



Scanning lightweight structures.
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Scanning trucks.



Scanning trucks.

Scanning trucks. The special internal troops "Turtle". Clearly
seen the internal structure of the technical compartment. 
Armored cabin is not available for inspection.



Anti-terrorist operation.

The use of mobile complex on the
checkpoint after the attack, which
caused 14 casualties. Operation of the
checkpoint in emergency mode.



Anti-terrorist operation.

The work of the mobile complex on the outskirts of the checkpoint after 
the attack.



Anti-terrorist operation.

The explosive device inside the tank.
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